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1. Introduction

Microproteins are a rapidly expanding class of peptides and small proteins translated from 

protein-coding small open reading frames (smORFs, less than 100–150 codons in length). 

Microprotein is a term that refers to peptides and small proteins that are translated from 

smORFs and can include known genes. Microprotein discovery and characterization 

reshapes our understanding of proteome composition and reveals new biological pathways 

[1]. Genomes contain thousands of open reading frames (ORFs), defined as the protein-

coding sequence between an in-frame start and stop codon. Annotation of protein-coding 

ORFs from DNA sequences became paramount as whole-genome sequencing projects 

reached completion [2]. Excellent computational methods were developed and utilized to 

define genes, but these tools needed to establish parameters to reduce false positives. For this 

reason, most genome annotation pipelines required ORFs to be at least 300 nucleotides long 

(i.e., 100 amino acids) resulting in most smORFs being missed [2]. To get an idea on the 

challenge of assigning protein-coding genes without a length cutoff, Basarai, Hieter, and 

Boeke identified ~260,000 smORFs between 2–99 codons when plotting all ORFs in the 

yeast genome [3]. Today, it is clear that smORFs and their corresponding microproteins 

make up a sizable fraction of the genome and proteome. As new genes, very little is known 

about the structure and function of microproteins making these genes an incredible 

opportunity for discovering new biology.
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2. Evidence for smORF translation

Pioneering studies of protein translation initiation first identified the presence of smORFs in 

the 5’-untranslated regions (UTRs) of some mRNAs, which are commonly referred to as 

uORFs [4]. uORFs regulate the translation of downstream ORFs by engaging the ribosome 

before it initiates at the downstream ORF. Translation of downstream ORF is thought to 

occur through leaky scanning, whereby the first uORF initiation site is skipped, or by re-

initiation of ribosome scanning upon reaching the end of the uORF [4]. Though initially 

thought to be unimportant the translated sequence of the uORF was shown to matter in 

several cases. For instance, a uORF in the AdoMet carboxylase mRNA encodes a 

hexapeptide that when mutated effects the efficiency of translation repression of the 

downstream AdoMet carboxylase ORF [5]. This observation demonstrated that in some 

cases it is the interaction between the translated peptide and the ribosome that is mediating 

the activity of a uORF. More generally, this example and others like it show that uORFs/

smORFs are translated and that the microprotein they encode are biologically active, 

providing the first evidence for functional microproteins. Since these findings smORFs have 

been identified other non-coding regions [1], including 3’-UTR and RNAs that were thought 

to be non-coding.

3. The smORFeome

These discoveries suggested that genomes contain protein-coding smORFs but determining 

the size of the smORFeome is a challenge. As mentioned, searching the yeast genome for all 

smORFs between 2–99 codons identified approximately 260,000 smORFs [3], but only a 

small fraction of these are likely translated. Improvements in computational methods, 

especially the use of homology between closely related species, provided some relief and 

have improved the prediction of bona fide smORFs. For instance, an informatics analysis of 

Drosophila melanogaster genome identified ~600,000 potential smORFs that were culled to 

~400–4,500 smORFs by looking for conservation in another Drosophila species, Drosophila 
pseudoobscura [6]. The empirical discovery of smORFs took a huge step forward with the 

advent of Ribosome Profiling (Ribo-Seq) by Weissman and colleagues [7]. Ribo-Seq is 

based on the deep sequencing of ribosome-protected mRNA fragments called ribosome 

footprints, and these footprints are used to identify translated regions of the transcriptome. 

Ribo-Seq provides the only empirical method to measure transcriptome-wide translation 

comprehensively. Ribosome-profiling provided the first transcriptome-wide method to 

empirically identify novel smORFs and non-AUG start codons [8], which has been 

invaluable in the assignment of smORFs. Thus, improvements in smORF prediction and 

measurement have revealed the smORFeome to be a large missing fraction of the ORFeome

—perhaps several thousand smORFs.

4. The microproteome

The integration of proteomics with genomics, or proteogenomics, complements smORF 

discovery approaches by providing direct translation evidence of microproteins. An early 

example of this approach took transcripts from the RefSeq database and translated them in 

all possible reading frames to create a proteomics database that was then searched with 
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proteomics data to identify novel smORFs [9]. This proof-of-concept study identified four 

non-annotated ORFs including one smORF. The advent of next-generation RNA sequencing 

(RNA-Seq) and the use of RNA-Seq data to create a custom proteomics database, which is 

commonly referred to as proteogenomics, led to dramatic improvements in the number of 

new microproteins discovered. In two separate studies, our application of proteogenomics 

led to the discovery 323 microproteins from human cell lines and tissues [10, 11]. Likewise, 

another study combined smORF prediction with proteomics to find 1259 microproteins from 

human tissues [12]. These experiments provided substantial evidence that at least some 

microproteins are stable and abundant enough to be detected by proteomics, but also 

underscore a discordance in total numbers between proteomics (hundreds), Ribo-Seq 

(hundreds to thousands), and computational (thousands) methods. Several factors may limit 

the proteomic detection of microproteins including the low abundance or stability of 

microproteins, and the technical challenge that microproteins often yield a single tryptic 

peptide making their detection more difficult than longer proteins.

The various methods for smORF discovery offer different strengths. Proteogenomics 

provides strong evidence for a stable, abundant microproteins, but misses most 

microproteins. Ribo-Seq provides a superior overview of the smORFeome, but does not 

provide evidence that translation is producing is stable or abundant. We believe that Ribo-

Seq is better for smORFeome-wide analyses but when deciding to study a single smORF/

microprotein evidence of translation at the protein level (proteomics or immunochemistry) is 

required.

5. Functional microproteins

With the elucidation of a large unannotated smORFeome and microproteome it became 

important to understand whether any of these genes are functional so as to justify their 

investigation [1]. The discovery that inspired most studies into human smORFs/

microproteins came from the world of insect developmental biology. Investigation of 

mRNAs that were regulated during development uncovered a gene called Tarsal-less [13] or 

polished rice [14] (tal/pri) that was found to encode four smORFs translating to three 11- 

and one 32-amino acid microproteins that regulate fly development. Tal/pri demonstrates 

that smORFs produce functional proteins, albeit small microproteins, and leads to the 

hypothesis that genomes might harbor fundamentally important smORFs that were still not 

annotated. Testing this hypothesis led the discovery of important mammalian smORFs, such 

as Cell Cycle Regulator of Non-Homologous End Joining (CYREN) [15]. CYREN inhibits 

non-homologous end joining repair (NHEJ) during the S and G2 phases of the cell cycle to 

enable slower but more accurate homologous recombination (HR) to dominate. Upon DNA 

damage in S and G2 phase, CYREN activity preserves DNA integrity by reducing 

chromosomal rearrangements through its inhibition of NHEJ. CYREN reveals a 

microprotein with fundamental role in DNA repair, a process that is intimately linked to 

cancer.
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6. The future of smORF/microprotein research

smORFs and microproteins represent a frontier in biochemistry, molecular biology, and 

physiology that is at its inception. It is likely that many more microproteins await discovery 

and characterization. Based on the current state of the field, several future directions seem 

likely. First, methods for the elucidation of smORFs are not designed to provide insight into 

the functions of these genes, only that they exist. With so many smORFs already discovered 

higher throughput methods in the form of gain- or loss-of-function screens with smORFs are 

needed to find the most interesting smORFs/microproteins for further investigation. Second, 

the integration of smORFs into big data will provide additional methods to identify the most 

interesting smORFs. For example, combining smORF discovery with GWAS data can 

identify disease-associated smORFs, or mining expression profiling data can identify 

smORFs that are up or down regulated in different diseases. Lastly, smORF and 

microprotein research is still basic research, and even though some of the pathways 

regulated by microproteins are associated with prevalent diseases, such as DNA repair and 

cancer, it must still be demonstrated that research into smORFs/microproteins can be 

translated to benefit humanity. We believe that smORFs/microproteins will impact medicine 

in several ways. Our biochemical studies, for instance, demonstrate that microproteins that 

utilize short sequences (usually 2–4 amino acids) [15] to bind to more massive protein 

complexes to regulate biology. Interactions that utilize short peptide interactions are 

amenable for small molecule inhibition, and, therefore, microprotein-protein interactions 

will reveal new druggable targets for medicine.

In conclusion, research into microproteins so far has proven valuable in revealing new genes 

and biological mechanisms for the regulation of significant processes, while also expanding 

the limits of what was considered a typical gene or protein. We suspect that continued 

investigations will begin to find more smORFs/microproteins linked to human disease, and 

in the future new medicines may emerge from these studies.
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